
PsychologyDesign

This is me



‣ 13+ years experience

‣ 30+ e-commerce sites

‣ Self taught

‣ Webdesigner

‣ Front-end developer

‣ Digital designer

‣ Product designer

‣ Art director

‣ UX-Designer

‣ Conversion Manager

Farouk Mechedal

Designer





Human Driven
Communication
IN A DIGITAL WORLD



“Symbols are the basis of all human 
understanding and serve as vehicles of 

conception for all human knowledge. Symbols 
facilitate understanding of the world in which 

we live, thus serving as the grounds upon 
which we make judgments. In this way, people 

use symbols not only to make sense of the 
world around them, but also to identify and 
cooperate in society through constitutive 

rhetoric.”
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3 types of symbols

Universal Cultural Individual



Examples of symbols

Words & 
Language

Numbers Colors
Concepts &
Archetypes

Inanimate 
Objects

Elements of
Nature

Animals



Bullet

Window



Taxi



Hong Kong New York Lisbon

Sao Paulo London Stockholm

Red Yellow Teal rooftops

White Black Classy black



Pig



Animal Piggy bank

Angry BirdsChristmas ham Ha(ra)m

At the grocery store In a bank or as a kid with “veckopeng”

In December If you are a muslim In traffic

Police
In anti-authority circles



Creative Brief

Background Goal Message
Target
Group

Competition

Unique
Qualities

Creative 
Considerations

Things to not
Change

Keywords /
 / Tonality





Why?

Time
saving

Better
relations

Smarter
decisions



Every designer





Agree on the common grounds
Is 1 or 0 the first number?



How we think
things should work

How the customer think
things should work



How we think
things should work

How the customer think
things should work

What we agree on



How we think things should work



How the customer think things should work



Stay humble!

LESSON TO TAKE AWAY

You know nothing.



A bat and a ball costs $1.10. The bat
costs one dollar more than the ball. 

How much does the ball cost?



“The problem with market research is that

people don’t think how they feel, 

they don’t say what they think and

they don’t do what they say.”
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We make emotional decisions that we 
find rational explanations for.

Post-rationalisation



Daniel Goleman 



******************************************



******************************************

Password must contain at least six characters



mickeyminniegoofyplutosnowwhitemowglidumbo

Password must contain at least six characters



mickeyminniegoofyplutosnowwhitemowglidumbo

Enter a combination of at least 6 letters and numbers, and/or 
special characters.





A/B-testing

Focus groups

Usability testing

Interviewing

User research

User journeys



Aint nobody got 
time fo dat

TESTING? RESEARCH?









Being a good character 
builder is to understand 

human beings. 

To understand human beings, 
openness and curiosity gets you 

far in that journey.





Be curious

Fact: Curiosity has never killed a cat. 



Be open to learn and experience new things. 
Go to museums, read a book, travel, see 

things like a child that tastes ice cream for the 
first time. Get to know new people and find out 

what they like and don’t like. Be genuinely 
interested in people and things.



Thank you!


